
The world is going digital. More apps, more decentralization, more remote & home office - nevertheless, secure access to corporate resources must be guaranteed. However, the manual, 
error-prone management of user identities and authorizations comes with great risks: data breaches, financial losses, image damage. That‘s why the EU GDPR requires the consolidation 
of access rights, a clear authorization concept and corresponding proof of compliance.

Do you want to protect yourself better with access management & multi-factor authentication?
Do you want to minimize the uncontrolled growth of applications, authorizations, access management & their administration?
Do you want to meet legal requirements without outsourcing sensitive data & identities to the USA?

With DTS Identity, we ensure that only authorized persons are granted access to predefined apps and data and are given exactly the right rights at the right time. Our (customer) identity 
& access management (IAM & CIAM) automates the management of digital identities and enables identification, authentication and authorization - essential foundations of a zero trust 
strategy!

As an IT security software vendor, we have developed the platform to decouple IAM & CIAM from individual apps and manage them centrally. The result is a single, secure portal for users 
and apps - for entire companies, their connections and customers. „Security Software by DTS“ combines a central, intuitive, midmarket-friendly IAM & CIAM with access control as well as 
rights and profile management - scalable from the German, certified DTS Cloud!

DTS Identity
ONE PLATFORM. ALL IDENTITIES.
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In many companies, there are countless apps or micro services that 
different user groups can access on a daily basis. The number of apps 
is growing exponentially. An overview and thus control is lost. With DTS 
Identity, all apps can be bundled with an OIDC or SAML login standard 
and are visible at a glance. Via single sign-on (SSO), each user can log in 
for their respective local or cloud apps via multi-factor authentication. This 
means that you or your customers log in centrally only once, see all apps 
released for them and have direct access. A separate database manages 
the data. In addition, existing directories can be used for authentication, 
group management and storage of attributes via an AD/LDAP connection.

DTS Identity can be provided for employees, customers and partners. The 
central identity management for B2B, B2C and B2E shows all integrated 
apps at a glance. With just a few clicks, it is possible to configure for 
whom and which apps the desired access policies apply. With the help 
of role-based access control (RBAC), it is also possible to assign different 
roles. As soon as a user is assigned a role, he or she receives the 
predefined rights.

The intuitive dashboard enables simple management. Each user can 
edit their data, settings and authentication factors on the self-service 
interface. Admins see all activity in the platform and can configure 
connected organizations, apps, APIs, users, permissions and roles.

LESS CHALLENGES, MORE CORE BUSINESS 
The manual managing of user accounts, access rights and backing up 
sensitive data is time-consuming and error-prone. We minimize your 
effort and save valuable time through automated rights management, 
cross-location onboarding and offboarding, and „by the way“ a concrete 
authorization concept is created. In addition, you save money. On 
average, about 1/3 of the IT budget is spent on licenses. Now you can 
allocate expensive licenses only to those only to those users who actually 
need them.

WE MAKE LIFE EASY FOR YOU!



CIAM – THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MATTERS! 
Digital transformation is also changing the way you interact with your 
customers. Customer expectations of user experience are high, especially 
in terms of ease of access, while at the same time security. If companies 
fail to deliver on this, customers will switch to the competition. Customer 
identity & access management is fundamental to the customer journey.

DTS Identity can be embedded in customer applications and online 
services for customers. A transparent and secure user experience is 
ensured at every stage of the customer lifecycle. In acquisition and 
customer retention, DTS Identity helps with easy registration, SSO and 
fast onboarding. For subsequent strong customer loyalty, the platform 
supports personalized customer experiences through dynamic profile 
extensibility. For solidified customer trust, customers can transparently 
view their profiles and add or update them as appropriate - all while 
complying with all data protection regulations, of course.

We see. We do. Safe.
Identity theft and fraud is one of the biggest cyber threats. Especially 
if there is no IAM & CIAM, the vulnerability is huge, especially because 
the compromised users usually have many accesses and access rights. 
As an IT security software vendor, it is part of our self-image to prevent 
this. On the one hand, by enforcing the principle of least privilege. On 
the other hand, through numerous security features. For example, 
passwords for external systems are already encrypted in the browser 
and never accessed via DTS Identity. As protection against brute force 
attacks, the software compares the most common passwords with the 
user‘s selection and prompts the user to use a different one if necessary. 
If compromised login credentials are used, breached password detection 
enables identification of the user and password and provides direct 
response options.

Identify! 
DTS Identity is exactly one platform for all identities and enables IAM & 
CIAM at the highest level. It ensures that only authorized and legitimate 
identities access IT resources. It enables easy authentication and 
centralized profile as well as rights management. It protects sensitive 
data, increases your security level and forms the basis for meeting 
compliance requirements and internal guidelines. It increases productivity 
and efficiency. It provides a great user experience and customer journey 
and reduces the burden on you and your IT team. We provide the DTS 
Identity with all features in a single license, from our DTS Cloud, incl. 24/7 
support - easy to use & easy to pay! 
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Only 14% of all users use VPNs to protect their identity, even though this contributes much 
more safety. Matching to this: Check out our additional flyer on secure remote access with 
DTS Identity!

• Provided from the German, certified DTS Cloud, incl. 24/7 support

• Dynamic deployability as central IAM & CIAM for B2E, B2B, B2C, M2M

• Optimal customer journey as CIAM
g  Uniform customer profile for „one face to the customer“, incl. own CI
g  Overview of customer activities

• Fulfillment of compliance requirements (EU-DSGVO & NIS2) & FIDO2 compliant

• Transparency & control of all integrated apps

• Access & rights management, multi-factor authentication & secure remote access

• Simple, intuitive dashboard for overall management & all apps

• Single sign-on for local or cloud apps

• Enforcement of policies, such as internal home office usage policies

• Efficient, cross-site onboarding & offboarding with automated authorization structures

• Self-service & transparent profile management

• Standardized password policy & managemen

• Focus on IT security as IT vendor with emphasis on cybersecurity

• All features in one license

Key Facts


